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QUESTION NO: 1
Which of the following false statement about iBase Designer?
A. iBase designer allows you to add, modify and delete entity record data.
B. iBase designer allows you to design databases
C. iBase designer allows you to create new databases
D. iBase designer allows you to administer the database
Answer: A

QUESTION NO: 2
Which of these is not listed in the release notes as a supported SQL Server version for iBase
8.9.1?
A. SQL Server 2008 R2
B. SQL Server 2008
C. SQL Server 2005
D. SQL Server 2000
Answer: D

QUESTION NO: 3
Which statement is False about Alert definitions?
A. Alert definitions are created and edited by the iBase designer using the alerting configuration
tool
B. iBase users create and edit Alert definitions
C. iBase users can unsubscribe from Alert Definitions
D. Alert definitions are automatically deleted if a change to the entity and link types in the
database makes the alert definition invalid
Answer: A

QUESTION NO: 4
Which of the following is False for iBase SQL server?
A. The SQL Server language version must match the operating system regional setting if it is
available.
B. The SQL Server language version must be English if the operating system regional setting is
not available
C. The default SQL Server collation sequence for the operating system must be used
D. iBase requires case-sensitive SQL Servers

Answer: D

QUESTION NO: 5
Which type of log file does the audit viewer contain?
A. security file logs and database logs
B. MSIInstaller logs
C. PC event logs
D. SQL Server activity monitor logs
Answer: A

QUESTION NO: 6
Which of the following best describes which database actions are logged by the audit viewer
database log
A. user requested database actions from IBM i2 iBase Designer
B. user requested database actions from IBM i2 iBase
C. user requested database actions from IBM i2 Analyst's Notebook
D. user requested database actions from Data Miner
E. user requested database actions from third party mapping applications
F. The log records all requested database actions regardless of origin
G. Only A,and B
Answer: F

QUESTION NO: 7
Which of the following is NOT true for creating iBase SQL server databases?
A. The name you choose for the database (idb) file in iBase will be used to generate the names of
the SQL Server databases.
B. The iBase database name (in SQL server) always contains an underscore ( _ )
C. The Audit Log database is the database name with _log added at the end
D. The name of the iBase database must all be uppercase/Capital letters
Answer: D

QUESTION NO: 8
Which of the following is NOT true about the user who switches on and configures alerting for a
database?
A. They must be an iBase system administrator.
B. They must have an SQL Server login
C. They must be a member of the public database role
- in the msdb system database, for SQL Server 2005 or later
D. They must be a member of the SQLAgentUserRole database role
- in the msdb system database, for SQL Server 2005 or later
E. They use the iBase user module and the Format, alerting menu to configure alerting for a
database
Answer: E

QUESTION NO: 9
Which of the following iBase security features is not supported by iBase Scheduler, and any
restrictions imposed by this features will be ignored in iBase Scheduler:
A. System Command Access Control

B. Database Management Groups
C. Data Access Control groups
D. Folder object control
Answer: A

QUESTION NO: 10
Bulk import enables you to import data more quickly. Which if the following is NOT true for Bulk
Importing?
A. You can run bulk import on an access iBase database
B. Bulk imports from XML files require that the database supports unicode
C. Before you can create and run a bulk import, the database must be activated for Bulk imports
D. You can only run a bulk import from iBase designer or the scheduler utility
Answer: A

QUESTION NO: 11
Which file extension does an iBase security file or iBase security connection file for SQL Server
have?
A. .idc
B. .ids
C. .idq
D. .ida
Answer: B

QUESTION NO: 12
In iBase designer, what database type is available when upsizing an existing iBase database?
A. Microsoft Access

B. Oracle
C. SQL Server
D. Sybase
Answer: C

QUESTION NO: 13
You can check that the index service has been configured successfully for a specific database in
several places: Which of the following best describes where to look?
A. In SQL Server Management Studio, SQL Server Agent will list an i2_Search_Indexing job for
the database (the Job Activity Monitor will report whether the last run was successful or whether
there was an error)
B. In the Windows Event Viewer, a started event will be listed for the database
C. In iBase Designer, the last date and time that the index was updated will be displayed in the
Search 360 Administration dialog
D. In iBase, the last date and time that the index was updated will be displayed in the Search 360
dialog.
E. All of the above
F. Only C and D above
Answer: E

QUESTION NO: 14
There are four types of group that can be used in the iBase designer security manager, to control
the access that users have to data in an iBase database and to the iBase features. Which one of
the 4 types of group denies access to specific commands? For example, a user may be able to
add records but may be denied access to the Import command.
A. Database Management group
B. System Commands Access Control group
C. Data Access Control group
D. Folder Object Control group
Answer: B

